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Dear Parents, Guardians and Pupils,
It was so good to see the Grade 10’s and 11’s for a few days on campus before our off campus consolidation week (next
week). We look forward to a more “normal” school experience from the 6th of July for the seniors. Our plan is still to
bring back the Grade 8’s and 9’s on the 20th of July, but that will be a decision that the Governors will make after reviewing
our first full week with the Grades 10, 11 and 12’s. As we have more pupils on campus, we have had some issues that have
arisen that were new and required us to apply our minds and review our policies. I will include the following points under
this heading:
Housekeeping
1. Online versus Face to Face
If your child intends following the online option, then you need to communicate this with the school. We will not allow
the children to decide each morning whether or not they are going to go online or come to school. This is making the
management of pupils on campus very difficult.
2. Social distancing and masks
We have received medical advice that there must be a moment in the school day when pupils can take their masks
down. We going to allow this at break time, only when the pupils are seated outside with the correct social distancing
between them. The minute they stand up, they must put their masks on again. We have struggling to get some children
to wear their masks and social distance. From the 6th of July, once you have received three warnings for not following
our safety protocols, we will ask your patents to keep you at home for a day.
3. School Uniform
It has been agreed that school uniform must be correctly worn on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. This allows
enough time to air or wash the uniform as required.
4. Food delivery on campus
We will not allow any food to be delivered on campus (like Uber Eats). Pupils can bring their own lunch or use Ardi’s
food truck to buy food.
5. Collecting and Dropping Children at School
We would prefer children to be dropped at the top or bottom stop and drops in the morning. However, the motor
gate will be open until 08h15 a.m. and we are not policing it at present. At the end of the day, the gate will be closed,
so please do not try and drive on campus to collect your child. Thank you for your help in this regard.
High risk people
It has been brought to our attention that if you have a chronic condition that is controlled by medication that you are taking,
you may also be at risk if you are in this category. Please can you discuss it with your doctor and be wise about your
exposure.
Staff Matters
Saying goodbye to valued teachers is always hard. In this newsletter we are saying goodbye to three teachers, one who has
left already.

Jane Sikwe
Jane has been one of our newest English teachers. She joined us from a traditional boys school and brought a refreshing new
insight into schooling to Camps Bay. We were sad to say goodbye to her as she followed her heart to Johannesburg where
her boyfriend has been transferred to.
Moya Laufer
Moya has been a valued English and Drama teacher. She has a special connection with her classes and embodies what it is to
be thoughtful and respectful. Serving as a staff representative on the Governing Body, she has been a voice for all teachers in
this space. She leaves us to take up an exciting teaching opportunity in Tanzania.
Mzi Nyathi
Mzi has been at Camps Bay for just on 10 years. In this time, he has moved up from the PE teacher and U14 Rugby Coach to
Head of all Sport in the school, serving on the Executive and the first team rugby coach. His excellent rugby coaching skills
were recognised at provincial level where he has coached various province school teams. Now he leaves to take up the job
of a provincial head coach of a rugby side in Kenya.
This has been a big two months for the Nyathi family
when they celebrated the birth of their second child,
Siphosami Jonathan (born 5 May 2020)
We wish him continued success as he starts training up a
new group of players, destined for greatness.

GRADE 10 & 11 BACK ON CAMPUS
As I said, it was wonderful to have the Grade 10 and 11
learners back on campus this week. They attended safety
briefings on Wednesday and the Grade 11s first official day
back at school was yesterday, with the Grade 10s
attending school for the first time today. They will
alternate days indefinitely, with the Matrics being on
campus every day.

GRADE 8 LEARNER TO HAVE STORY
PUBLISHED IN BOOK
One of our Grade 8 learners, Akho Mayapi, wrote a story about Learning under
Lockdown, and it is one of 400 stories that have been chosen to be published as part
of a book by
Professor Jonathan
Jansen.
We don’t have
details yet of
when the book
will be published
and available but
will be sure to
share when we
know more.
Akho is a hard worker and talented writer - we can’t
share the story that will be published in the book, but
here is another example of his writing.

CBHS HEAD PREFECT & HEAD OF RCL
FEATURED ON THE RADIO POLICE
Camps Bay High School's Head Prefect, Amava Makuku and Head of RCL,
Lisa Asani were interviewed on The Radio Police on Instagram Live. To
listen to the interview, click here:
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CByRBEoBGMN/?igshid=icfa893l
osqk

GRADE 9 LEARNER
ON FRONT PAGE OF PEOPLE'S POST
Grade 9 learner, Jordan Prince, and his younger brother made the front
page of People’s Post for the recycling projects they have been involved
with over the lockdown period.

CAMPS BAY HIGH SCHOOL LEARNER’S PROJECT
SELECTED FOR INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FAIR
Last year, Camps Bay High School’s Deputy Head Prefect, Storm Rhoda, was in
the news for his science project: Machine Learning to assist in Pneumonia
Diagnosis. He won a silver medal and numerous other awards at the Eskom
Expo for Young Scientists International Science Fair and he was selected to
represent South Africa at Regeneron International Science and Engineering
Fair this year.
Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, the Expo had to be held
virtually. Storm’s project was one of the 52 global finalists in the Robotics and
Intelligent Machines Category at the Regeneron ISEF Virtual 2020 Expo. The
project received the Official Intel ISEF 2020 Abstract and Certification and was
approved by the Scientific Review Committee.
Storm’s algorithm makes it quicker and more accurate for a health
professional to identify and distinguish the difference between lungs that
are infected by pneumonia in an efficient manner.
Pneumonia is among the leading causes of death in the world and it is ranked
as the sixth-leading cause of premature death in South Africa. The people at
risk of dying from pneumonia are children younger than 5 years, adults over 65
years and immunocompromised individuals.

Radiological diagnosis is the most common way of
diagnosing patients and radiograph qualities are easily
compromised due to the sensitivity and specificity of
diagnosis. Compromised x-rays make it difficult to
establish a diagnosis.
Two machine learning models were created in Storm’s
project to identify and distinguish pneumonia in adult
patients and paediatric patients. The general and
paediatric-specific pneumonia diagnosis models were
tested against x-ray images and predictions were validated
against validated data and a radiologist.
The general pneumonia diagnosis model focused on adult
patients and achieved an accuracy of 90.3%. While the
paediatric- specific model focused on paediatric patients
and achieved an accuracy of 83.03%.
The algorithm created is able to identify and distinguish
the difference between a pair of infected pneumonia lungs
and a pair of lungs that are not infected in an efficient
manner for adult patients and paediatric patients.

IDEAS TO HELP YOU COMPLETE
YOUR PRESIDENT'S AWARD GOALS
We have a number of learners who are working towards
their Gold, Silver and Bronze President's Awards but have
been battling under the Covid-19 restrictions and
regulations to complete their goals. The President's Award
has therefore come up with some innovative solutions to help learners complete. Please see the brochure attached at the
end of this newsletter.

CBHS MASK INITIATIVE
We are incredibly grateful to our team of sowers who have been working hard to produce more masks for learners in
need. Learners needing extra masks can get from Mrs Murray in Reception.
Thanks to:
 Drew Goldie in Grade 11 and Natalie Landsberg-Goldie (Drew's mom)
 Zoe Brand in Grade 10 and Sumarie Schreiner (Zoe's mom)
 Georgia Campbell-Young in Grade 9 and Dione Campbell-Young (Georgia's mom)
 Daniel Thetard in Grade 10 and Janine Thetard (Daniel's mom)

EXTRA LUNCH DRIVE
We realise many of our families are going through very tough times and so continue to issue those in need with food packs
or vouchers, when funds permit. In addition to this, we'd like to start the Extra Lunch Drive.
We encourage those who can, to pack an extra lunch for someone at school who may not be getting lunch at the
moment. Lunches should be packaged individually. Please write on the outside of the bag what the contents are e.g. cheese
sandwich, apple, etc., and leave the extra lunch in the basket provided at the Ardi's Entrance.
Those who need lunch can help themselves to a lunch from the basket. Please remember to sanitize hands before and after
handling the lunch bags. Any leftovers will be donated to Ladles of Love.
In addition, we will also have free soup and rolls available at the Ardi's truck. This is meant for those learners who are
battling with food security at the moment.

WEAR MASKS TO PROTECT OTHERS
In accordance with Covid-19 protocols, it is compulsory for all students to wear their masks on campus at all times. The
only time that learners may remove their masks is when they are eating and then they need to ensure that they are safely
distanced from anyone else.
A new modeling study out of Cambridge and Greenwich universities suggests that face masks may be even more important
than originally thought in preventing future outbreaks of Covid-19. Wearing a mask is more about thinking about others than
simply yourself.

ADVICE FROM A LOCAL DOCTOR
Dr Lauren Lee is a family GP with a special interest in child health and works with Thomas Symons' mother, Dr Julie Ettelin at
The Health Team in Mouille Point. Dr Lee has some very sound advice when it comes to teenagers and Covid-19.

I hope you all have a good weekend.
Continue to take care and be safe.
Warm regards

David de Korte
PRINCIPAL

https://www.facebook.com/cableco.co.za

AWARD SECTIONS

Continuing the Award in the context of COVID-19: Temporary Changes and Further Guidance

Continuing the Award in the context of COVID-19: We are prepared to be very flexible during COVID-19 activity restrictions so you can continue your Award
activities in innovative and creative ways to keep your Award progress on track. You can continue your activities for your Physical Recreation, Service and Skills
from your own home. If you can't continue with your existing activities, you can change activities where needed.
Breaks in activity for an extended period also allowed
Participants are allowed to take a break in their activity:
Subject to the maximum age limit, participants can take as long as they want to complete their Award on average, participants must spend at least one hour, in a
single period, per week on their chosen activity.
If a participant has a break for an extended period of time due to illness, studies or other important reason, then they will need to extend the minimum overall time
taken to complete their Award.
Should it be necessary, a participant can allow for a gap in their activity logs for a Section(/s). This simply means, once they resume activity, they will need to
persist for an extended period until they have logged the required amount of hours and shown sufficient progress towards their SMART Goal.
Remember, the Award is referred to as a marathon, not a sprint!

SERVICE
The Voluntary Service section may seem difficult to complete remotely, especially if you have chosen a
group project activity with your peers, or if your goal requires you to visit a particular location away
from your home. However, there are always activities that can be done from home that contribute to
your overall goal. Remotely working towards a project is possible, as you can start a chat group with
your fellow participants and brainstorm activities that can be done at home to continue contributing
to the project.
Online research, creating brochures for raising awareness or posting helpful things online for the
community can all be activities that contribute to your goal. If you are not sure of what activities that
can be done to contribute to your Service section, get in contact with your Award Leader or Assessor
to support you in finding new creative ideas.

Here are our top ten suggestions of Voluntary Service activities you could undertake at home
1.

Make and donate educational toys for underprivilege children. Example: Alphabet posters / flashcards.

2.

Help elderly people to buy groceries if they are unable to get to the shops.

3.

Write to or phone older people in your community who are living on their own.

4.

Do some free photography or graphic design for a charity.

5.

Tutor younger students in subjects you're good at - you could do this over the phone or online.

6.

Knit items for homeless people in shelters.

7.

Helping with online research projects for charities. Example www.zooniverse.org

8.

Make blankets for animal shelters like the SPCA.

9.

Volunteer for family members as part of their Award activities. (Temporary change. Refer next page)

10. Start a chat group with other Award participants to discuss and brainstorm more ideas!
Agreed temporary changes: Community Service Section
•

Participants can now volunteer for family members as part of their Award activities.

•

If a participant’s Voluntary Service activity becomes untenable, and volunteering online/remotely is not possible, they may change their activity to
volunteering within the home, with other members of the family/living unit. As with existing guidance, the Assessor for the section must not be a family
member.

•

If a participant has exhausted all opportunities to conduct an alternative voluntary role outside their home; they may continue their Voluntary Service by
volunteering for family members – e.g. tutoring a younger sibling.

•

The Voluntary Service hours must be structured, logged and evidenced; and the SMART Goal will need to be reviewed for appropriateness.

PHYSICAL RECREATION
This section is about maintaining a healthy lifestyle and increasing your fitness. It is very
important to keep this up, especially if you are restricted to your house. Whatever activity and
goal you have chosen for the Physical Recreation section, there are many ways to continue
progressing by doing your own home workouts. Increasing your fitness levels in home workout
sessions will undoubtedly contribute to your physical recreation goals.
There are also more specific targeted exercise programmes that can be done from home to
specifically develop strength, coordination, reflexes, flexibility or fitness that will contribute to
your goal. Get in contact with your Assessor to get some ideas, or you can look online to find
limitless ideas for home workout sessions to work towards your chosen goal.
It’s important to show evidence of your progress to your Assessor, so be sure to upload any
photos, videos or workout plans to your ORB weekly logs.

This section is based on the belief that a healthy body is a good end in itself and can often help to develop a healthy
mind. Herewith some ideas
1.

Aerobics or Zumba, classes online

2.

Running/jogging/walking - challenge yourself to better your time or distance - remember you MUST adhere to the
social distancing and lockdown rules. In your own area.

3.

Fitness workouts online – contact the regional Programme manager for free online links. Example from Planet
Fitness

4.

Cycling - but only in your own area, and if allowed.

5.

Weights training – Get creative with household items if you don’t have weights.

6.

Rope skipping

7.

Start a group challenge. Use the A – Z workout plan. 26 Exercises that starts with ever letter of the alphabet. How to
use: Spell your name, friends name or something else by doing the exercises. The possibilities are endless.

SKILL
Progress towards your Skills section is something that can easily be done from the confines of your
own home. If you are learning a musical instrument, a new language, cooking new recipes, designing
software or creating art, chances are you have all the tools you need at home to continue working
towards your goal.
If you can, get in contact with your Activity Coach or Assessor to help you find some activities that can
be done from home, or alternatively you can look online to find tutorials to help continue your
progress towards that skill.
Once you have found some suitable activities that can be done at home, be sure to take lots of photos
or videos of the activity so that you can show your Assessor the progress you have made. You can
upload these photos or videos directly to the Online Record Book (ORB) when making your weekly
logs.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, participants will be allowed to change their chosen activity in any Section if
their original activity is not suitable to continue from home or under social distancing. This may require you to change
your SMART Goal and/or your choice of Assessor too. Here’s some suggestions of skills activities you can do at home.
1.

Learn to bake or cook.

2.

Lean a language - check out www.duolingo.com

3.

Painting

4.

Online courses through ArcSkills - Ask the Regional Programme manager for more information.

5.

Learn to sew or knit.

6.

Graphic Design

7.

Learn chess online – www.chess.com

8.

App design and coding

9.

Extra classes – Dial a Tutor Programme (Government initiative) 087 805 1350

10. Gardening

ADVENTUROUS JOURNEY
We are in the process together with the International Foundation to Develop a Bronze Adventurous
Journey undertaken as an Exploration Using an Online Virtual Journey & Research Project. We are
planning to launch the alternative option by end of May 2020.
The VBE will be completed in 4 stages.
Stage 1: Preparation and training
Stage 2: Planning
Stage 3: Journey & Physical Activity
Stage 4: Research Project

Agreed temporary changes: Adventurous Journey Section
• This Section is most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Therefore, we have identified several possible changes or options for participants, to make this section of the Award feasible within
the COVID-19 public health restrictions.
• Where possible, preference should be given to delaying the Adventurous Journey until such time as it is feasible to complete it. Where
postponement of Adventurous Journey presents a challenge for an School / participant – either due to capacity later in the year or
pressure from participants to complete in the coming months – the temporary changes detailed below allow for alternative options as
follows:
1. Virtual Bronze Exploration. Where there is no prospect of delivering a practice or qualifying Adventurous Journey and there is a desire
from the participants to complete Bronze in the coming months. NB: This is still in development and full details will be shared in due
course. It is intended to be operational by the end of May. Information will be uploaded on our website
Retaining participants / Continuing to the next Level
Participants are currently allowed to register for and move on to the next Level of the Award without completing all sections at their current Level:
Participants should be encouraged to complete all sections of their current Award level before progressing to another level.[…] If it proves difficult to complete
the whole Award in a reasonable time, then they may start a section at the next level provided they:
•
•
•

have completed that section in their current level;
have reached the minimum age of entry for the new level, and;
are not working on all three levels at the same time.

Participants who are prevented from completing a Section of their Award due to COVID-19 restrictions, should be encouraged to register for and to start their
activities at the next Level of the Award, before returning to finish the outstanding activity at their current Level when feasible to do so.
For example: where a participant cannot do their Qualifying Adventurous Journey at Bronze Level but they have finished all their other Sections; they can
register and begin working towards their Silver Award, logging their activities under Skill, Voluntary Service and Physical Recreation. When restrictions have
eased, the participant can then do their Qualifying Bronze AJ and achieve their Bronze Award before moving on to work on their Silver Adventurous Journey.

For more information visit https://presidentsaward.co.za/

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us info@presidentsaward.co.za

